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GIRLS ON THE RUN

TENNESSEE TAKEDOWN

East Central Illinois’ Girls on the Run
organization is searching for
coaches this year.

The women’s basketball team won
against Tennessee-Martin in its game
Wednesday night.
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Up all night

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Wisdom Anku, an economics graduate student studies late into the hour at the 24-hour lounge located in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Anku said the lounge
keeps him from sleeping. “If I were to be at home right now I would be sleeping.”

Student Senate prepares for new speaker
14 students
running on
senator ballot
By Kalyn Hayslett
Editor-in-Chief | @DEN_news
Students were encouraged to vote
for the 14 students running for student senators, and executive board
members explained the appointing
process during Wednesday’s Student
Senate meeting.
The ballot will be emailed to students by Student Body President
Catie Witt and will be open starting
midnight Jan. 19 until Friday Jan.
20.
Once the votes are counted, the
student senators who were selected
will be sworn in during next week’s
meeting and given a chance to participate right away, Luke Young, student vice president of academic affairs said.
The new senators will vote on candidates for Speaker of the Senate.
Currently running for that position
are graduate student JaLisa Smith
and sophomore Felicia Wagner.
Unlike Student Senator positions,
where the entire campus can vote,

the speaker is only voted on by student senators.
Young said not even the executive
board, secretary or advisers can give
their input on this vote, so it is imperative to have many senators vote.
“We could of done this right
away but we delayed it because the
14 people would not have a chance
to vote for the speaker,” he said.
The role of the speaker is to inform the senators, provide orientation for new senators, help with recruiting efforts, keep office hours
and make sure Robert’s Rules of Order are upheld during meetings.
Young said Robert’s Rules of Order were established so people will
not repeat each other’s comments, to
prevent people from talking over one
another and ultimately keep meetings running smoothly.
On Wednesday, Jan. 25, each
speaker candidate will give a five to
10 minute presentation explaining
their mission for the position and
why they will excel in the role. Two
members per candidate will give a
speech on why they believe that particular candidate deserves the position.
The Student Government will
then discuss the presentations and
on Wednesday, Feb. 1, the new

speaker will be announced.
After the speaker is selected, senators who qualify can run for community chair positons, who will serve
as the leaders of the eight subgroups
within Student Government.
Young said these positions are a
bit of a time commitment because
the chair will have to lead their committee meetings, attend the council of chairs meeting and participate
in the general Student Government
meetings.
The purpose of the subgroups is to
help keep the senators’ focus on specific areas on campus. Having student deans is another means of keeping Student Government updated on
the academic colleges, Young said.
The student deans will serve as a
liaison between the academic colleges and Student Government.
“They are appointed by the colleges but we want them to be more a
part of Student Government. It was
originally a Student Government
project but we kind of lost control
of it,” Young said. “We are trying to
bring it back together.”
All of the colleges have agreed to
participate this semester and the student deans have already been selected. As vice president for academic affairs, Young will be responsible for

maintaining the working relationship between the student deans and
Student Government.
The next “Prowlin’ with the Prez”
event will be Valentine’s Day-themed
on 5 p.m. Friday, Feb. 10 at in the
University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
One of the senators suggested that
Billy the Panther dress up as Cupid
with a bow and arrow covered in
hearts.
Secretary Derek Pierce reminded
the senators that Pantherpalooza will
take place from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Jan. 25 and asked if they
could remind the different organizations they are a part of to sign up.
Kalyn Hayslett can be reached at
581-2812 or kehayslett@eiu.edu.

The Candidates
Zachary Cohen
Kevin Flasch
Katherine (Kat) Gallaher
Marisa Lanka
Edwyn Mitchell
Alleluia Musabyimana
Jason Obermaier
William Outzen
Claude AbdoulayePedila
Randy Prince

Student Senate
elections will start
Thursday Jan. 19.
Students can check
their Panthermail
to vote for up to 14
candidates.

Abbie Sherman
Malcolm Simmons
JaLisa Smith
Jesse Winter
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George H.W. Bush and wife hospitalized
Rain

Rain

High: 47°
Low: 44°

High: 53°
Low: 47°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather
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HOUSTON (AP) — Former
President George H.W. Bush was
admitted Wednesday to the intensive care unit of a Houston hospital with pneumonia, and his wife,
Barbara, was hospitalized as a precaution after suffering fatigue and
coughing, a spokesman said.
The 92-year-old former president, who had been hospitalized
since Saturday, underwent a procedure "to protect and clear his
airway that required sedation,"
family spokesman Jim McGrath
said in a statement.
Bu s h w a s s t a b l e a n d re s t i n g
comfortably at Houston Method-

ist Hospital, where he was to stay
for obser vation, the statement
said.
The 41st president was placed
in the ICU to address "an acute
respirator y problem stemming
from pneumonia," McGrath said.
He later told The Associated Press
that doctors were happy with how
the procedure went. Bush was first
admitted to the hospital for shortness of breath.
McGrath said Barbara Bush,
who is 91, had not been feeling
well for a couple of weeks, "and
it finally just got to the point this
morning where she said she want-

ed to take it out of committee and
have the experts check it out."
McGrath described the move as
precautionary.
The Bushes, who were married
Jan. 6, 1945, have had the longest
marriage of any presidential couple in American history. At the
time of their wedding, he was a
young naval aviator. She had been
a student at Smith College.
After World War II, the pair
moved to the Texas oil patch to
seek their fortune and raise a family. It was there that George Bush
began his political career, representing Houston for two terms

in Congress in the late 1960s and
early 1970s.
Bush, who served as president
from 1989 to 1993, has a form
of Parkinson's disease and uses a
motorized scooter or a wheelchair
for mobility. He was hospitalized
in 2015 in Maine after falling at
his summer home and breaking a
bone in his neck. He was also hospitalized in Houston the previous December for about a week
for shortness of breath. He spent
Christmas 2012 in intensive care
for a bronchitis-related cough and
other issues.

Governor's office debunks senate proposal
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
An Illinois Senate plan to end the
state's two-year budget stalemate
would still leave a $4.3 billion
d e f i c i t , G o v. B r u c e R a u n e r ' s
office said Wednesday in a review
obtained by The Associated Press.
The analysis found that the
package of legislation, which
includes an income tax increase,
would bolster revenue in the
current fiscal year by $1.7 billion.
Bu t T h e Gove r n o r ' s Of f i c e o f
Management and Budget found
$4.4 billion in spending, leaving a
June 30 end-of-year deficit of $4.3
billion.
In November, the office pegged

the hole at $5.3 billion if nothing
is done.
Officials from both parties say
the review underscores the lack of
a quick-fix in the budget debacle.
The Senate plan emerged as
the best hope for a compromise
following months of inconclusive
talks, canceled meetings and
public sparring between Rauner
and Democratic legislators.
Since early 2015, Rauner has
demanded that a budget deal
include pro-business laws, a
property-tax freeze and limits on
politicians' power — all things
Democrats say are irrelevant in
discussions over how to fix the

deficit.
Chicago Democratic Sen.
D o n n e Tr o t t e r, a n a s s i s t a n t
m a j o r i t y l e a d e r, w a s u n f a z e d .
The Senate is aiming for swift
action to balance books, but the
legislation set for public hearings
next week is not in final form, he
cautioned.
Rauner said he plans to stay
o u t o f t h e t a l k s w h i l e Se n a t e
Republican Leader Christine
Radogno of Lemont deals with
Chicago Democratic Senate
President John Cullerton.
The Senate's proposed fix would
increase personal income taxes
from 3.75 percent to 4.95 percent.

Another measure would impose
a tax on sugar y drinks, which
manufacturers oppose. A Trotter
bill would borrow $7 billion to
pay down an $11 billion stack of
overdue bills. The compromise
comes with legislation targeted for
Rauner's sake, reducing workers
compensation costs and freezing
property taxes.
But it includes $4.4 billion in
spending not currently ordered
by courts, including $215 million
g r a n t t o h e l p C h i c a g o Pu b l i c
Schools pay teacher pensions. The
state picks up that portion for
instructors outside Chicago.

Widow of Orlando shooter pleads not guilty
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — The
widow of the Orlando nightclub
gunman pleaded not guilty
Wednesday to charges of aiding and
abetting her husband's support of the
Islamic State group and hindering the
investigation of the attack that killed
49 people and injured 53 others.
Noor Salman, 30, entered her plea
in an Oakland, California, courtroom
two days after she was taken into
custody at the home she shared
with her mother in suburban San
Francisco.
Her arrest came after she was

interviewed numerous times by FBI
agents investigating the June 12
attack in Florida.
Fe d e r a l p ro s e c u t o r Ro g e r
Handberg said in court Tuesday that
Salman knew about the plan by her
husband Omar Mateen to attack
the gay nightclub and then lied to
investigators after it was over. Mateen
was killed at the scene by authorities.
Handberg declined further
comment on the indictment outside
court, and no further details of the
charges have been disclosed.
Salman will return to court Feb. 1

to argue for her release pending trial
on the counts that could result in a
life sentence if she is convicted.
Salman's uncle Al Salman has
defended his niece, saying she is an
innocent person who was physically
and mentally abused by Mateen.
He said she remained in the
marriage because she feared losing
custody of the couple's 4-year-old
boy.
Noor Salman was living with
Mateen in Fort Pierce, Florida
when he proclaimed his allegiance
to Islamic State and attacked the

nightclub.
The indictment charges her
with aiding and abetting Mateen
in providing material support and
resources to Islamic State between
April and June of last year. She
was also charged with obstruction,
accused of misleading and lying
to police and the FBI during their
investigation.
Charles Swift, her lead attorney,
declined comment Wednesday
outside court. He is director of the
Texas-based Constitutional Law
Center for Muslims in America.
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YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
916 Woodlawn Dr.
Gr eat location south end of 9th St. near the w oods!

www.youngstowncharleston.com
217-345-2363
Featured units-1bedrooms left!
ONLY 5 LEFT FOR THE 17-18 LEASE TERM!
Studio 210/216 $430/month
Units 302/304 large 1bedroom $500/month
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Spacious Bedrooms with walk in closets!
Queen Beds!
Fr ee Trash & Parking!
3 Clean on-site Laundry Rooms!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$150/PERSON
Use Financial Aid to pay rent
ANY SIZE UNIT
SIGN LEASE BY
MARCH 10!
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Girls on the Run offering coaching opportunities
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
Girls on the Run of East Central Illinois is searching for coaches to inspire
girls in 3rd through 8th grade during its
10-week program.
Training for these potential coaches
will be 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at
the Mattoon Area Family YMCA.
Council Director Sarah Dowell said
Girls on the Run is a physical activitybased, positive youth development program.
Since 1996, the program has helped
over a million girls, with the goal of inspiring them to be joyful, healthy and
confident, Dowell said in an email. Locally, the Central Illinois Girls on the
Run program has been around for 11
seasons and volunteers have worked
with 2,150 girls.
Volunteer coaches will create a curriculum for teams of eight to 15 girls
in interactive lessons while they run together. One of these lessons includes
a service project for the community,
Dowell said.
The program meets twice a week for
an hour and a half for 10 weeks and
ends with a 5K 9 a.m. at O’Brien Sta-

dium on Saturday, April 8. Dowell said
the 5K will bring family, friends and the
community together to celebrate the
girls’ growth.
All volunteers must be 18 years or
older. If seeking a head coach position,
they must be at least 21. A background
check and training session are mandatory.
Potential Coles County times and
sites a volunteer would be coaching at
are as follows: 3 to 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays at Carl Sandburg Elementary School in Charleston; 3:15 to
4:45 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays at
Jefferson Elementary School in Charleston; 4 to 5:30 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays at the Mattoon Area Family YMCA; 3:15 to 4:45 p.m. Mondays
and Wednesdays at Riddle Elementary
School in Mattoon; and 3:15 to 4:45
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays at Williams Elementary School in Mattoon.
To volunteer as a coach, those interested can call Sarah Dowell at the Mattoon Area Family YMCA at 217-2349494.

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Kennedy Nolen can be reached at
581-2812 or kdnolen@eiu.edu.

Girls on the Run of East Central Illinois is hosting training for potential coaches Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Mattoon Area Family YMCA.

Plato, politics to be discussed at Pine Honors College
By Leon Mire
Associate News Editor | @DEN_News
A discussion about the relationship between persuasion and politics will take place from noon to
1 p.m. Friday on the first floor
room of the Pine Honors College.
The discussion will be the first of a
new series called “Big Questions, Great
Books” and will be centered around one
of the dialogues of the ancient philosopher Plato.
Richard England, dean of the Honors College, will give a 10-minute presentation on the topic before opening the

room for questions and discussion.
The reading for Friday will be an
eight-page excerpt from Plato’s dialogue
“Gorgias,” which is about Plato’s teacher Socrates and his arguments with fellow
Athenian citizens.
In it, they debate the implications for
politics when a ruler is especially skilled at
persuading others regardless of the truth.
The excerpt can be accessed at www.
eiu.edu/honors/Bigquestions.php. But
participants can attend even if they did
not have a chance to read the text.
Although the discussion takes place on
the Inauguration Day of President-elect
Donald Trump, it will be about politics

generally and not the president-elect specifically.
“It’s useful to think about the relationship between the ability to persuade people and power…but it’s not a response to
the current political situation,” England
said. “It’s not meant to be for Democrats
or for Republicans.”
England said in his experience teaching Plato’s dialogues, students sometimes
get frustrated with the philosopher’s style.
“They say, ‘Why doesn’t he just give us
the answer?’ But one of the things I think
is useful to learn in university is that the
answers aren’t always simple,” he said.
England said Plato’s dialogues also of-

CHECK
OUT THE
YEARBOOK
ON FACEBOOK

facebook.com/Warbler-Yearbook

it’s more than paper
dailyeasternnews.com

fer a useful model for respectful political
discussion.
“It’s often a very useful way of starting
a conversation over controversial issues,
because you often have to take a step
back and ask yourself, ‘Well what do I really think?’” he said.
Reading works of ancient literature
and philosophy can be relevant, England
said, because the authors often have different assumptions from those widely
held today.
“Using that different perspective can
be a creative source of inspiration,” he
added.
England said he welcomes sugges-

tions for more discussions and hopes to
have other faculty members facilitate discussions in the future. For Black History Month in February, the discussion series will center around a speech given in
1846 by orator and former slave Frederick Douglass on the nature of freedom.
Pizza will also be served during the discussion. “If the intellectual stimulation
isn’t reason enough to come, we’ll try to
win you over with pizza,” he said.
Leon Mire can be reached at 5812812 or lkmire@eiu.edu.

4 OPINIONS
Staff Editorial

There is no
shame in
withdrawing
from classes
As the first two weeks of classes come to
a close, an important but often unnoticed
deadline is about to pass: the deadline to
withdraw from a class with a full refund and
no grade. The final day to do this is Monday, Jan. 23.
This deadline is important for students
to pay attention to because after two weeks,
they often have a good idea about how difficult their class load will be this semester and
how well it works with their other responsibilities. Some students, however, feel pressured into keeping their current schedule
even though they know it will cause them an
excessive amount of stress.
If a student has taken too many difficult courses to realistically be able to get the
grade they want, they should consider dropping one of those courses within the next
several days.
Also, sometimes classes and work can create a very stressful schedule together, making it difficult to find time to sleep. Constant sleep deprivation is harmful not only to
your health but also to your grades, so dropping a class to get better quality sleep may be
a wise decision in the long term.
Unfortunately, sometimes students believe
they can pull all-nighters all semester long
and catch up on sleep on the weekends. But
that is simply not how your brain functions,
even at a young age. The brain needs that
time to consolidate what you’ve learned that
day into your long-term memory.
So even a couple of hours of sleep deprivation on a regular basis can result in a significant “data loss.” That means you will have
to waste time studying material you have already learned.
Students often learn this lesson the hard
way, usually when midterms roll around
and they find they are struggling in all their
classes. By this time, if they withdraw from
their classes, they will lose hundreds of dollars and will have a “W” on their academic record.
It is not a sign of failure or of laziness if
you decide to withdraw from one or more of
your classes. If taking fewer classes or different classes means you will get the grades you
want, it is a sign of maturity. Part of becoming more mature is recognizing how much
you can handle and when to say no to more
responsibilities.
Before deciding whether to drop a class, it
would be wise to meet with your academic
adviser if possible and explain your reasons
for dropping a class. They can help you figure out how it will affect your degree completion in the future.
For instance, if a class required for your
degree is only offered every two years, you
probably should not drop it. It may also add
a semester to your graduation time, and you
may have to take a single class in the fall semester instead of graduating the spring before like most people.
You should also make sure that dropping
a class will not affect your financial aid or
scholarships.
Everybody’s circumstances are different,
so it is ultimately your decision whether you
honestly think you can succeed with your
class schedule as it is. We at The News encourage all students to challenge themselves
academically, but there should be no shame
in accepting one’s limits.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.
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Post-palooza Slump

COURTNEY SHEPHERD | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Do not sit idly by as Eastern wilts away
Maybe it is just me, but, I feel like a part
of Eastern dies every day. Many have come
before me, but how many will come after?
Am I the only one that thinks about that? I
have children and I am almost certain I will
not be able to bring them on a visit to the
beauty that is Charleston and the campus of
Eastern.
For many years of my life I lived close
enough to the campus of Kansas State University to attend every home game during
the football season and watch my daughter
run the bases after baseball games. In Kansas,
you either wore purple or blue. In Charleston, good luck finding some blue. Bringing
my purple gear to Charleston was not an option, so you can imagine my surprise when I
started to see orange around campus.
I cannot be sure that half of the student
body knows that the big building near Stevo sports some fantastic student-athletes.
The past weekend’s games were exciting and
I have no doubt the kind of excitement in
the air that is common in Manhattan, Kansas would have propelled our Panthers to the
win.
You know that excitement you get when
your phone dings an Instagram alert? It
makes you feel good and want to continue

Justin Brown
to do good, right? What’s that Starbucks saying, “pay it forward?” I am not simply saying
we need to support our athletes more. What
I am saying is we need to support each other more. We are EIU. We all chose Eastern,
and it is up to you to show your gratitude
and spirit back.
How fun is it going to be not having an
alma mater to call home? We must not forget
we are all a part of something that we have
an obligation to keep alive and well.
I cannot speak for everyone, but I chose
Eastern because of the many people I ran
into when deciding on a college. I listened
to them sing praises for everything about the
journalism program, a program that was re-

cently mentioned in talks of cuts, and the
Charleston community.
Sure, Charleston is not the greatest place
to go to college: heck, there is not even a
Target in town. But you are here, so try to
enjoy it. How many of your friends are at
college? How many people do you know that
can only dream of going to college? You owe
it to them and yourself to make the most of
your time here.
I am not simply here for a degree. I am
here to leave my mark and to carry Panther
pride. We will all forever be Panthers and we
should all make the most of our time here
and get to know as many fellow Panthers as
possible. One day, when you read a story of a
successful Panther, you will be able to say, “I
too am a Panther.”
So, ask yourself: how can I make the most
of my college experience? What more can I
do to ensure that my children can also visit the campus of Eastern? How do I want
people to remember me? How do I want to
remember Eastern? You only live once, so
make it memorable.
Justin Brown is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
jlbrown@eiu.edu.

Take time to learn about your classmates
It is senior portrait week at Eastern, which
means that the journalism department is full
of soon-to-be graduates in their best attire.
While we had the 2017 senior class handy,
the Warbler Yearbook staff initiated a project. In addition to the professional portraits,
we wanted to have a little fun by opening
up a photo booth. The booth has a ton of
props, from hats to feather boas.
The idea was inspired by Western Kentucky University’s yearbook, The Talisman.
In the 2014-2015 book, students took their
portraits however they wanted. Some people
brought their friends into the shot, and one
came in with a horse head mask.
I wanted to replicate this fun energy. I
love seeing the seniors dressed up, ready to
take on the working world, but I also believe college is some of the most fun years
of a person’s life. We should remember these
times with a playful view.
I wanted to learn about the people of
Eastern, too. I asked the seniors questions
about their time at Eastern or about a favorite random fact. Putting on a funny costume
helps take away the seriousness of a formal
interview, and I was able to have an easy
conversation with strangers. You would be
surprised to what you can learn about a person if you just ask.
I have been taught countless times as a
journalism major that there is always a story—you just have to wait for it or ask the
right questions. Of course, you have to be
open to finding new stories.
It is around this time of year that I fall

Megan Ivey
into a slump. I ignore eye contact in the
hallways, just trying to get through the day. I
know I am not the only one because the people I pass in the hallways do the same. This
puts us at a disadvantage. There are so many
people on campus with stories to be told and
conversations to be had. It is all the more apparent to me after this project.
My fellow classmates have dreams, and are
on their way to accomplishing them. Some
want to travel to the east coast, and some
want to move to Europe. Some want to open
their own business, and others wanted an education to further the careers they already
have. It is amazing how many different walks
of life walk around this campus.
We have students who love researching
fish. We have students who pull all-nighters as night assistants. We have people who
love to DJ at parties, and those who are celebrating their birthdays with a bar crawl this
weekend. Listening to their stories reminded

me of what makes Eastern great.
You can always find out more about a person, even if you feel like you already know
them. During one of the interviews, I talked
to Alex, a person whom I met my freshman
year. He told me he is looking to meet new
people throughout his last semester and develop better relationships here.
I admire Alex. We all have at least one
thing in common: Eastern. We all chose this
university in one way or another. All of our
lives have crossed paths here, so why not try
to meet others and make stronger connections?
Senior portraits have become a ritual, and
with rituals come reflection. It is only January, but I, as I am sure other seniors as
well, are looking back on their years at Eastern and toward the future. We have roughly
four years to craft our experiences and grow.
I think we should take every opportunity to
grow from one another.
We will be continuing the photo booth today from noon until 2 p.m. in the journalism department office. I encourage all seniors to come, take a silly picture and share
your stories.
But the conversations do not have to stem
from a photo booth. Grab coffee with your
classmates, or start up a conversation the
next time you find yourself waiting in line.
We should learn about one another.
Megan Ivey is a senior journalism major. She
can be reached at 581-2812 or mkivey@eiu.edu.
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The Tarble Arts Center
Spring 2017 classes and workshops
Adventures in Art
Ages 4-6

Tuesdays, 4:30-5:30p.m.
February 28 - April 11

Exploring 2d media
Ages 10-14
Thursdays, 4:30-6:00p.m.
March 2 - April 13

Explorations in Art
Ages 7-9
Wednesdays, 4:30-5:45p.m.
March 1 - April 12
*Registration deadline:
February 24

5

*PRICES VARY FOR MEMBERS
AND NON-MEMBERS
*REGISTER ONLINE AT
https://www.eiu.edu/tarble/classes.php

Investigations in
Drawing & Painting

Ages 15+

Mondays, 6:30-8:30p.m.
February 27 - April 10

*Registration deadline:
February 24

*Registration deadline:
February 24
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Glass bead making
Ages 15+
Friday, February 24
6:00-9:00p.m.
Saturday, February 25
9:00a.m. - 4:00p.m.
*Registration deadline:
February 20

*Registration deadline:
February 20

Woodland Wall pockets

Ages 15+

Friday, March 24,
5:30-7:30pm
Saturday, March 25,
9:00a.m. - 4:00p.m.
*Registration Deadline:
March 20

State and Nation briefs
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Court rejects Chicago
Helicopter
crash in Central gun- range restrictions
Illinois
SAVOY, Ill. (AP) — Officials at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Willard Airport say no one was seriously
hurt when a small helicopter crashed during training maneuvers.
Willard Airport executive director Gene Cossey tells The (Champaign)
News-Gazette (http://bit.ly/2joEuV1 )
the two-person helicopter was doing airtraffic patterns for training when it hit the
ground and flipped. Emergency crews responded about 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.

Cossey says both the student pilot and
instructor pilot received attention but
didn’t appear seriously injured. University of Illinois police spokesman Pat Wade
says they weren’t taken to the hospital.
Cossey says the aircraft was seriously
damaged. He says it’s owned by a private
training company and neither pilot is affiliated with the university.
The airport is in Savoy, about 15 miles
south of Champaign.

CHICAGO (AP) — The U.S. Court
of Appeals on Wednesday handed Chicago another defeat in its effort to restrict
the operation of gun ranges in the city.
The appeals court ruled that city ordinances restricting gun ranges to manufacturing areas in Chicago are unconstitutional. The ordinances also placed limits on the distances they can be located in
relation to other gun ranges and to residential areas, schools, parks and places of
worship.
A three-judge panel of the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals noted the city
claimed the ordinances serve important

public health and safety interests, specifically that they attract gun thieves, cause
airborne lead contamination and carry a
risk of fire.
“The city has provided no evidentiary support for these claims, nor has it established that limiting shooting ranges to
manufacturing districts and distancing
them from the multiple and various uses
listed in the buffer-zone rule has any connection to reducing these risks,” the court
wrote in its opinion.
The court also ruled there was no justification for banning of anyone under 18
years from entering a gun range. Howev-

er, the court says the city can establish a
“more closely tailored age restriction” that
does not completely extinguish the right
of older adolescents and teens to shoot in
a supervised firing range.
Judge Ilana Rovner dissented from the
majority’s opinion on the part of the ruling that struck down the ordinance banning those under 18 years from gun ranges, noting that laws and statutes are employed to protect children from harm,
“even where the risk of harm is slight or
negligible.”

It may seem hard to believe, but this
milestone is rapidly approaching:
Commencement!
Make sure that your years of study
and hard work are remembered in
the 2016-17 EIU Warbler.

LAST CALL, LAST DAYS FOR

SENIOR PORTRAITS!
Senior portraits are FREE and may be
booked at:

WWW.LAURENSTUDIOS.COM
Use Panthers for your client ID
Book your appointment now!
Sessions will be held
Jan. 16-19, 9am-5pm
2522 Buzzard Hall, Journalism
Conference Room

Graduating?
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Tissue issue

CLASSIFIEDS
For rent

For rent

Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse
call 24 hours for details (217) 5492668
________________________ 1/25
Fall 2017. Group of 3, 4, or 5 persons needed for 1837 11th Street.
Close to campus. $300 per person.
Will negotiate price. Garbage included, snow removal. No money
down at signing. Very nice 5 bedroom 3 bath, 2 laundry areas, detached garage for smokers, pet deposit required. Call or text
(217) 728-7426.
_______________________ 01/31
Leasing for 2016-2017 affordable
1& 2 bedroom apartments, 6 & 4
bedroom house near campus great
location, Village Rentals
(217) 345-2516
________________________ 2/03
Looking for 5-6 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested in
pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
________________________ 2/03

Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments as low as
$222.50 some close to campus Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-77446
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/10
Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
( 2 1 7 )
4 9 3 - 7 5 5 9 .
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1
Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply. Call
or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

Space for sale.
217-581-2816

JASON HARDIMON | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Juan Navrez, senior psychology major, blows his nose in the men’s restroom on the third floor of Coleman Hall Wednesday.
Navarez said his nose was blocked up. “I feel [a cold] coming,” Navrez said. “It’s probably going to get worse over the next
couple of days — I hope it dosen’t so I don’t have to miss class or anything like that.”

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
620 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release Thursday, January 19, 2017

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Kickoff
6 “For shame!”
9 Only tennis
player to have
won each Grand
Slam event at
least four times
13 Mrs. Alexander
Hamilton
14 Reuters
competitor
15 Words to live by
16 Bombing, as a
joke
18 Parties hard, in
modern lingo
19 Doc’s image,
e.g.?
20 Drunks
21 Windows that are
usually closed
22 Singer with the
2008 album “And
Winter Came …”
24 Trendy type
26 Spoil
28 Say with a raised
hand

29 Tidy oneself
32 Slipper part
34 It’s not allowed in
many classrooms
37 Discriminatory
part of postReconstruction
legislation
41 Biblical beast
42 Slim ___ (snack
sticks)
43 To date
44 “That hurts!”
47 Chippendales
dancers have
nice ones
48 Short-stemmed
vessel
52 Actor Epps
56 Bygone record
label
57 Is worth doing
59 Had something
60 Title character
who never
appears
61 Christmastime
refrain

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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63 ___ paper
(abrasive)
64 Ill. neighbor
65 Plot feature of
Shakespeare’s
“Troilus and
Cressida”
66 Bolt
67 Lines on some
maps: Abbr.
68 Glide
DOWN
1 Cover with
graffiti, say
2 1990s sitcom
about a
bookstore
owner
3 Kid’s father
4 Mideastern heat?
5 Whups
6 School whose
mascot is
Jumbo the
elephant
7 Juicy front-page
story
8 ___ bag
9 Fragrant Italian
brandy
10 Joe Six-Pack
11 Crack
12 Bob who directed
the 1966 musical
“Sweet Charity”
15 Witch
17 Be successful
21 Word with trip or
strip
23 “You said it!”
25 British ___
27 “So what?”
29 Sports org. with
pitching
30 Lines on some
maps: Abbr.
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PUZZLE BY JACOB STULBERG

31 1969 film
whose working
title was “The
Loners”

38 Dish in a tortilla

32 Larsson who
wrote “The Girl
With the Dragon
Tattoo”

45 To some degree

33 Volt per ampere

48 Summoned

35 “I will speak
daggers to her,
but ___ none”:
Hamlet

49 Factor in a wine
rating
50 Home to the
Sami people

61 Middling

36 Came together

51 Green sides

62 Escapade

39 Part of a truck

53 British
protectorate until
1957

Online:
•videos
•blogs
•stories
•podcasts
•sports

40 Rope
46 Like bon mots
47 Safe spaces

54 “Finally!”
55 Tell
58 Window
coverings

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

Don’t miss a minute of coverage!

Keep up-to-date on our Facebook and Twitter pages!
@den_news

Avoid the clutter,
read the DEN online!

www.dennews.com

1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals. com

10 Year Price Rollback!
2BR for 2 = $500.
Now, Spring, or Fall 2017
½ Block to Lantz
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O’Doherty swims on despite setbacks
By Adam Shay
Features Writer | @Den_Sports
After a close friend dying, a coach, friends
and teammates leaving the swim team, senior
Eastern swimmer Brogan O’Doherty has had an
emotional swim career.
A week prior to his first swim meet at Eastern on Oct. 12 2013, O’Doherty’s friend Abbey
Bott died. Bott was a close friend in high school
who occasionally hung out in similar crowds as
O’Doherty’s.
According to the official statement, Bott had
an accidental overdose on medication, but it is
unclear what kind. O’Doherty said he has an
idea of what kind of medication Bott may have
been using.
“We think she took too many anti-depressants or sleeping pills,” O’Doherty said. “It was
rough. All of our friends made it back so it was
kind of nice because we all came together.”
Even though O’Doherty was nervous and excited about his first meet, he was still able to
make the funeral and drive back for his meet.
“The meet was on a Saturday, and I got the
news on a Monday,” O’Doherty said. “I made
it back in time for my first meet, but it was very
hard.”
Aside from the tragic loss of Bott, O’Doherty
has become all too familiar with people he cares
about leaving after his freshman year. After
O’Doherty’s freshman year, Eastern coach Elliot McGill left because of a job opportunity as
a club coach.
McGill was one of the main reasons why
O’Doherty came to Eastern. O’Doherty said he
enjoyed McGill as a coach because of his highenergetic mentality, and when he left, it made
his sophomore year hard.
“Sophomore year was incredibly tough for
me,” O’Doherty said. “It was a weird time because the guy that recruited me and made me so
fast was just leaving all of a sudden. I only had
one year with him.”
Adding on to the disappointing news of McGill leaving, a majority of O’Doherty’s fresh-

ADAM SHAY | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern swimmer Brogan O’Doherty will finally get the chance to swim in front of his mother
when she makes the trip to Indianapolis for the Summit League Championships Feb. 15-18.

man year teammates began to quit swimming.
O’Doherty said the hardest part about sophomore year was within the first two weeks.
“The real challenging part was when we got
back to school,” O’Doherty said. “After about
a week or two, two of the kids that I came in
with my class, my best friends at the time, quit
swimming. By the end of my sophomore year,
the four kids that I was closest with had quit.”
After his sophomore year of swimming, the
rest of his freshman class had also quit. As of
now, O’Doherty is the only senior after entering
college with nine freshmen.
Instead of moping and being sad about his
depleting teammates, O’Doherty said he used

this as motivation to keep going instead of quitting.
“That was a really hard time for me to keep
going,” O’Doherty said. “But it was also motivation to keep going. I didn’t want to quit. I
knew that I could stick with it and keep going.”
Having family present during his swim career at Eastern has also been challenging for
O’Doherty. His mother lives in New York and
has never been able to come to a swim meet.
Luckily, his father has been able to attend
most.
However, the streak of his mother not attending swim meets is finally coming to an
end. On Feb. 16, his mom will finally be able

to come to his championship meet.
O’Doherty said he is excited to have his
mom make it to one of his meets.
However, his entire college career has not
been negative. Last year, O’Doherty was able
to break the school record for fastest 200-yard
backstroke at 1 minute, 50.19 seconds. He also
broke 50 seconds in the 100-yard freestyle.
Since O’Doherty has been swimming in
college for more than three years now, his
strengths and weaknesses have changed. For
example, O’Doherty would mainly just swim
in high school rather than lift weights, resulting in a higher endurance.
O’Doherty said when he first got here, his
strength was his biggest weakness and endurance was his strength. However, O’Doherty
said his strength and endurance have switched.
“When I first got here, my biggest problem was strength. I only weighed 160 pounds
and was very skinny,” O’Doherty said. “Over a
couple of years, I started getting stronger and
that had a direct correlation in the pool. Now,
I can swim really fast, but no endurance, so
they kind of flip-flopped.”
Going into his second semester of senior
year, O’Doherty has set the bar pretty high for
himself. O’Doherty said he has three goals that
he has set for himself that all involve breaking
records.
“I would like to break the record now for
the 100-yard backstroke which I missed by
.3-tenth of a second last year, so I would like
to try and beat that,” O’Doherty said. “Then I
would like to re-break my back record. I would
also like to place in the 50-yard freestyle because I’ve been working on my freestyle.”
O’Doherty has stayed true to his word about
remaining on the swim team and has goals he
never thought were imaginable. His passion for
swimming has never hindered, regardless of the
setbacks in his swim career at Eastern.
Adam Shay can be
reached at 581-2812
or acshay@eiu.edu

Men’s basketball searching for complete offense
By Maher Kawash
Basketball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s basketball team is heading into possibly its most important stretch
of the season, and the main focus has become
shot selection.
The Panther’s last two games have seemingly fallen apart after not being able to dominate
the paint late as well as they did in the first
half.
Although getting to the paint may seem
like the clear issue, it is tacked on by anoth-

er downfall.
The shots just are not falling for Eastern.
It has been either an open three from some
of the Panther’s best shooters that just has too
much or not enough and the rhythm is just
hard to come by.
In its last game, Eastern shot 13 3-pointers
in the first half but made just four, and it did
not help that its opponent, Austin Peay, was
shooting 61 percent from deep.
The Panthers could not answer the call
in the second half as they shot another 14
3-pointers but made just three that led to a 25-

percent finish from beyond the arc that night.
But even after a rough night in terms of
jump shots, Eastern coach Jay Spoonhour was
still satisfied with the shots taken.
“I had no problem with those shots; they
were wide open,” Spoonhour said. “When you
win games it’s because you make those.”
Eastern’s best stretches, such as the 9-2 run
to cut a first half deficit to just one, was all
from fast break possessions and layups.
But Spoonhour said an open three is better
than a garden shot from 6-feet, so those shots
are completely ok.

Now, it is clear that a team cannot have its
shots falling every game, so what can a team do
when the jumper is not there?
“The issue for us is that we’re not able to get
layups, and it’s just the little things that fix that
and they will come,” Spoonhour said.
Scoring has not been a huge problem for the
Panthers, as they did still put up 84 points last
game, but if all three parts of the offense work,
then time will tell what this team could do.
Maher Kawash can be reached
at 581-2812 or mwkawash@eiu.edu.

S ports

Sports Editor
Sean Hastings
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Women snap 4-game skid in OT
By Mark Shanahan
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_
Sports
The Eastern women’s basketball
team needed an overtime period
but pulled away big resulting in
an 80-70 victory over the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks on Wednesday night.
Eastern needed a big performance from freshman Allison Van
Dyke who scored a team high 23
points, which was also a career
high for the freshman.
Van Dyke was 5-9 from beyond
in the arc.
Eastern is now 2-5 against Ohio
Valley Conference opponents and
remains in the mix for one of the
last spots in the conference tournament.
“I mean it’s huge,” Van Dyke
said. “We’ve had so many close
games recently that we should
have won that we’ve put the effor t in, ever ything’s there and
we should have done it and it is
so great to actually get it. It feels
so good and it makes everything
worth it when we’re playing.”
Eastern jumped out to a 2514 lead after the first period and
led by as many as 12, but the Skyhawks started to get back into the
game and cut the lead to 39-31 at
the half.
The third period almost
doomed the Panthers who were
outscored 25-12 and found themselves trailing 56-51 going into
the fourth quarter.
Van Dyke said this is when the

team had to push back.
“ We all knew we had to step
up and we had to put the throttle down as coach Black says,”
Van Dyke said. “We can’t just let
them come back and just let them
beat us like that. We had to really
push back and be the one punching them first instead of taking
the punch.”
An 8-0 run put Eastern back
in the lead quickly to begin the
f o u r t h q u a r t e r, a n d t h e t e a m s
traded off baskets before ultimately going into overtime.
Sophomore Halle Stull brought
the Panthers within two points
with less than two minutes left in
the fourth quarter. Stull said the
win was good for the confidence
of her and her teammates.
“ This is a big win because I
know personally my confidence has
been down so just as a team I know
that confidence just went up today,” Stull said. “Everyone was doing great things; we were playing as
a team, and everyone was working
hard today.”
The overtime period was dominated by Van Dyke and Brown,
who scored a combined nine
points.
Eastern outscored TennesseeMartin 12-2 in the overtime period
to improve to 6-13 on the season.
Eastern coach Debbie Black said
she did not care if the shots went
in for Brown, she just wanted her
senior forward to be aggressive and
take shots.
“I really went after (Brown),”
Black said. “I needed her to go at-
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Senior forward Erica Brown defends a pass from Tennessee-Martin’s Ashton Feldhaus Wednesday at Lantz Arena.
Brown scored 13 points and added 5 blocks in the Panthers’ 80-70 overtime win.

tack, and I’m not going to lie, I
went hard at her. She took it from
the top of the key, and she drove
hard and she made a layup. A
big time layup. I think the whole

bench erupted.”
Tennessee-Martin is now 4-15
and 1-5 OVC, which is last in the
conference. Next up for Eastern is
a trip to Southeast Missouri this

Saturday.
Mark Shanahan can be reached at
581-2812 or mmshanahan@eiu.
edu.

Rebounding makes difference in win
By JJ Bullock
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
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Sophomore Halle Stull dribbles around a Tennessee-Martin defender during the Panthers 80-70 overtime win over the OVC conference opponent.
Stull had 6 points, 9 rebounds and 3 blocks for Eastern.

The Eastern women’s basketball
team knew that execution in the
paint and on the glass would be a
crucial factor in deciding its matchup with one of the conference’s poorest rebounding teams, UT-Martin,
Wednesday night at Lantz arena.
The theory proved to be true, as
Eastern scored 26 second chance
points and outrebounded TennesseeMartin by 16, while snapping their
four-game losing streak in a 80-70
overtime win.
Eastern pulled down 53 total rebounds as a team, 15 of them offensive.
“They are attacking the glass. I
mean we had 53 rebounds, I can’t remember the last time we had 53 rebounds,” head coach Debbie Black
said.“We out rebounded them by a

lot, and we are not that big. So we are
starting to get the idea.”
The 15 offensive rebounds translated into 26 second chance points,
many of them coming with time
winding down in the fourth quarter.
“I think in one possession we
might have had three or four looks
at the basket and I don’t think we
scored, it was kind of a bummer,
but, that is still deflating for the other team,” Black said. “Like anything
else that’s huge. And I think that’s
what we came back to and we talked about it.”
Senior Erica Brown led the way
for Eastern on the glass, pulling down
15 rebounds. Junior Grace Lennox
and Sophomore Halle Stull both had
nine. Stull had hers in just only 22
minutes played.
“We have been working on rebounding a lot, both on the offensive
and defensive end,” Stull said. “It’s just

a way to get involved in the game and
assert yourself in a position to crash
into the boards. It’s something that everyone can do and we are hungry for
the ball, and we were all attacking it,
so I thought that was good.”
The good rebounding for Eastern is
becoming a trend, as it is something
that Black has been drilling into her
team’s heads.
“We have really talked about (rebounding), especially the last three
games, and we have done it. We noticed that our last three opponents
were not terribly great people who box
out, and these guys are listening to it,”
Black said. “(Stull) has heard this for
two years now, ‘get your ass in and box
out.’ I just can’t stand it, not boxing
out. I just don’t think it is a very hard
thing to do.”
JJ Bullock can be reached at 581-2812
or at jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Eastern hitting road to Tennessee-Martin
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
At 1-4 in Ohio Valley Conference
play, time is running short for the Eastern men’s basketball team to figure
things out. There is time to get it all together, but it cannot afford too many
more losses.
A team with six loses will most likely make the tournament at the end of
the year. Eastern made it last year at 9-7.
There is no need to worry, but a win on
the road at Tennessee-Martin Thursday
would be huge.
The Panthers’ slow start to confer-

ence play has them in fifth place in the
OVC East, and Tennessee-Martin is 2-3
in third place in the East.
Eastern has guys who love to shoot
the ball and who shoot the ball well.
Coach Jay Spoonhour said after Saturday’s loss to Austin Peay that he liked the
shots the Panthers took and specifically pointed out sophomore Casey Teson
and junior Montell Goodwin.
He said when they get an open look,
he wants them to shoot it, and they
need to make it.
Goodwin is shooting 41.3 percent from beyond the arc, and Teson is
shooting 40.6 percent.

But the key to all of this is making
smart jump shots, and really trying to
get into the lane and draw fouls, which
is something the Panthers have struggled
to do as of late.
Senior Demetrius McReynolds
scored 32 points on Saturday, making 13 field goals and only three were
3-pointers.
“That’s how you score a lot of points,”
Spoonhour said.
Sitting at 1-4 and knowing the importance of the game with TennesseeMartin, guard Terrell Lewis has been
locked in on solid defense and working
hard in practice.

“(We need to) play extremely tough
on defense,” Lewis said. “I’ve been out
here in practice since that last loss. Practices have been tougher than I’ve seen all
year. We’ve got guys making plays and
even players on the bench stepping up.”
The Panthers play with intensity on
the court with Ray Crossland’s hardnosed defense, junior Muusa Dama’s
height to get a block or throw down a
big dunk, and Lewis’ speed and ability
to draw attention and get another guy
open.
Everyone on the team is excited
and ready to get back to the level they
know they can play at and start winning

games, Lewis said.
Lewis also believes there is a way
for the Panthers to start scoring more
points.
“Pressure on the defensive end,” he
said. “If we get pressure and get out in
them passing lanes and get steals and
breakaways, it will make it easier for us
to put up points. We’ve been lacking on
the offensive end, putting up points. I
feel like a couple extra steals, a couple
extra offensive rebounds and just playing harder it will get us over that hump.”
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

